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Delivery guides are designed to represent a body of knowledge about teaching a particular 
topic and contain:
• Content: A clear outline of the content covered by the delivery guide;

• Thinking Conceptually: Expert guidance on the key concepts involved, common difficulties 
students may have, approaches to teaching that can help students understand these 
concepts and how this topic links conceptually to other areas of the subject;

• Thinking Contextually: A range of suggested teaching activities using a variety of themes so 
that different activities can be selected which best suit particular classes, learning styles or 
teaching approaches.

If you have any feedback on this Delivery Guide or suggestions for other resources you 
would like OCR to develop, please email resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk.
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Market forces

• evaluate the impact of market forces on a business and its stakeholders 

• recommend and justify how a business should respond to market forces 

• evaluate the extent to which a business is affected by the dynamic nature of the market 

• evaluate the impact on a business of competition in local, national and global contexts.

Market forces
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Approaches to teaching the content
Within the External Influences part of the specification, this short Market Forces section 
immediately follows Demand and Supply. One approach would be to treat Market Forces as 
a similar but more challenging segment of Demand and Supply. There are no new definitions 
or terminology in Market Forces; students are instead building their analysis and evaluation 
skills. Therefore, the two sections could be integrated. For example, students can examine 
demand and supply in the oil industry (Activity 6 from Demand and Supply) and then follow 
on with Activity 3 in this section to extend their skills. Also question 18 on the specimen A 
Level Operating in a Local Business Environment paper is relevant to both sections of the 
specification (see Activity 1 in this section and Activity 8 in the Demand and Supply section).

Common misconceptions or difficulties students may have
Besides the potential issues with how demand and supply works (covered in the previous 
delivery guide), there are misconceptions about how analysis and evaluation occur at A 
Level, being slightly different from GCSE. Analysis should be seen as developing a line of 
thinking and showing the consequences of particular actions. Be sure that your students are 
able to form opinions and justify them by using relevant information to achieve evaluation. 

Conceptual links to other areas of the specification – useful ways to approach this 
topic to set students up for topics later in the course
There are strong links between Market Forces and Demand and Supply (the previous 
section), Physical and Non-Physical Markets and Competition (the following two sections) as 
well as the Economic part of PEST analysis (which also forms part of the External Influences 
part of the specification).
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Your students will already have covered a wide range of contexts (from local to global) in the previous Demand and Supply 
section. The same contexts can simply be extended in this section to include more challenging activities which develop their 
analytical and evaluative skills.

1. ‘UK housing boom’ (buyassociation.co.uk)
https://www.buyassociation.co.uk/2021/04/23/uk-housing-boom-supply-and-demand-
gap-continues-to-widen/

This activity can be used to address the content statement `recommend and justify how 
a business could respond to market forces’. Your students can read the short article above 
and then use small group work to discuss the ways in which estate agents and house 
builders could respond to increasing demand but falling supply of houses. After feedback, 
they can review the information in their answers with the following link:

UK House Price Index (ons.gov.uk)

https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/bulletins/housepriceindex/
april2021

2. ‘Are low oil prices here to stay?’ (BBC online)
https://www.tutor2u.net/business/reference/protectionism

With the 50% drop in oil prices between summer 2014 and spring 2015, this article 
from February 2015 examines the market forces that caused the drop in price, and tries 
to predict whether low prices are sustainable. The page contains a link to a ‘fuel price 
calculator’ which your students might find interesting to use to compare local fuel prices 
with the UK average and the rest of the world. This resource could be used to address the 
extent to which a business is affected by the dynamic nature of the market or other issues 
i.e. the way in which petrol prices are manipulated by the big producers. This activity also 
links well with Activity 6 in the Demand and Supply delivery guide. 

3. Specimen papers (OCR) 
Specimen papers and mark schemes are available. Both A Level and AS papers can be used 
to test students’ analysis and evaluation of market forces. The following papers are relevant 
to this topic:

• AS Business, The local business environment – question 20 evaluates the impact of 
increasing competition in a local market (20 marks):  
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170850-unit-h031-01-the-local-business-environment-
sample-assessment-material.pdf

• A Level Business, Operating in a local business environment – question 18 evaluates the 
impact of market forces on a local business (15 marks):  
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170847-unit-h431-1-operating-in-a-local-business-
environment-sample-assessment-material.pdf

Activities

https://www.buyassociation.co.uk/2021/04/23/uk-housing-boom-supply-and-demand-gap-continues-to-widen/
https://www.buyassociation.co.uk/2021/04/23/uk-housing-boom-supply-and-demand-gap-continues-to-widen/
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/bulletins/housepriceindex/april2021
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/bulletins/housepriceindex/april2021
https://www.tutor2u.net/business/reference/protectionism
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170847-unit-h431-1-operating-in-a-local-business-environment-sample-assessment-material.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170847-unit-h431-1-operating-in-a-local-business-environment-sample-assessment-material.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170847-unit-h431-1-operating-in-a-local-business-environment-sample-assessment-material.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170847-unit-h431-1-operating-in-a-local-business-environment-sample-assessment-material.pdf
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International trade and free trade

• explain what is meant by international trade 

• explain the reasons for international trade 

• explain the nature and purpose of barriers to international trade 

• evaluate factors to be considered by a business when trading internationally including language, culture and customs, 
logistics, currency and buying habits 

• explain what is meant by an exchange rate 

• calculate exchange rate currency conversions 

• evaluate the impact of changes in exchange rates on a business and its stakeholders 

• explain the relationship between increased globalisation and international trade 

• describe sources of financial and non-financial support for businesses which trade internationally 

• explain what is meant by free trade 

• evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of free trade to a business and its stakeholders 

• explain what is meant by a trading bloc 

• evaluate the advantages and disadvantages to a business of trading within a trading bloc.

The European Union

• explain the influence on a business of the European Union, including its enlargement and single European currency 

• evaluate the advantages and disadvantages to a business of the UK not being part of the EU and the Eurozone 

• recommend and justify whether a business should expand into European and/or global markets 

• evaluate the advantages and disadvantages to a business of the UK not being a member of the Single European Market. 

Emerging markets and the global environment

• explain what is meant by an emerging market 

• evaluate the impact of emerging markets on a business 

• evaluate the impact on a business of changes in its global environment 

• recommend and justify how a business could respond to changes in its global environment.

International and free trade, the EU and emerging markets
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Approaches to teaching the content
The large number of content statements in this section may look intimidating, but there are 
several opportunities to have previously covered some of these statements in other parts 
of the specification. For example, in the previous section, the Global Context, you can also 
introduce your students to emerging markets and evaluate their impact on businesses. In 
addition, your students are introduced to topics in this section that are covered later in the 
specification. For example, basic knowledge of the European Union is also required in the 
following Political Factors section (see Activity 2 in the External Factors 1 delivery guide). 

Common misconceptions or difficulties students may have
International Trade and Free Trade, the EU and Emerging Markets are also found in A Level 
Economics specifications. However, students of business are not required to understand 
absolute and comparative advantage and should always address case studies from the 
perspective of manufacturers and service providers i.e. from a business perspective not as an 
economist. 

Conceptual links to other areas of the specification – useful ways to approach this 
topic to set students up for topics later in the course
As mentioned above, there are strong links to the previous section on Global Context, and 
the following section, Political Factors.
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A case study approach will help to introduce your students to the key concepts of this section of the specification. A range of 
business contexts from larger international manufacturers, such as Rolls Royce, to smaller local businesses should be used. This 
helps candidates to be prepared for questions about International Trade on any of the three final examination papers and not 
just the Global Business Environment paper.

1. ‘KAL draws: Trade: Child’s play’ (The Economist)
KAL, cartoonist for The Economist, has animated a two minute video which humorously 
explains what is meant by international trade, its purpose and barriers to trade: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LtCiYosU5bg

2. Protectionism (tutor2u)
https://www.tutor2u.net/business/reference/protectionism

This brief video gives a concise explanation of the nature of barriers to trade and 
protectionism.

Activities in the following links can then be used to further develop students 
understanding:

https://www.tutor2u.net/economics/reference/protectionism-online-lesson

3. ‘Shakespeare’s airport’
• ‘Birmingham-Beijing flights launched by ‘Shakespeare’s airport’’ (BBC online):  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-birmingham-31699038

• ‘Chinese Tourists’ (Marketing China):  
http://marketingtochina.com/chinese-tourists/

The first article shows how Birmingham airport is branding itself as ‘Shakespeare’s airport’ 
in a bid to attract Chinese tourists. This article could be used with the second article, as a 
prompt to a discussion about how small to medium tourist businesses (cafes, restaurants, 
hotels, B&Bs, taxi firms, museums and the theatre) in Stratford-upon-Avon can consider 
language, culture and customs, logistics and buying habits when attracting Chinese 
tourists. 

4. Exchange rates (TES online teaching resources)
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/around-the-world-exchange-rates-11056859

A straightforward worksheet for your students to test their understanding of exchange 
rates.

The activity can be stretched further by asking to students to consider the impact of 
changing the exchange rates with one of the countries listed.

5. Trading blocs starter activity
This is a fun way to introduce the range of countries which are members of trading blocs. 
Print paper headbands with the names and flags of a range of countries from 4 different 
trading blocs (EU, NAFTA, EFTA and ASEAN for example). Then chose 4 locations in the 
classroom where the trading blocs will meet. Give each student a headband then tell 
they have two minutes to arrive at their meeting. Increase the difficulty by having one 
or two countries that are members of more than one (such as some of the Arab League 
and African Union members). The class can then check if they have all arrived at the right 
meeting and discuss, in their meeting, the reasons why trading blocs are formed.

6. Trading blocs (Economics Online)
http://www.economicsonline.co.uk/Global_economics/Trading_blocs.html

A useful resource which includes advantages and disadvantages of membership of a 
trading bloc for businesses and the economy.

7. The EU and Eurozone (European Commission)
http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/euro/why/business/index_en.htm

The European Commission has a large range of information online regarding the Euro and 
the EU. The link above directs you to a page outlining the benefits to businesses of being 
part of the Eurozone. Students could use the site as a starting point to build arguments for 
and against EU membership and/or the Euro for a group debate.

8. ‘Rolls-Royce experiencing a drop in emerging markets’ (BBC online)
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-31706212

Many British manufacturers have benefitted from selling goods to emerging markets such 
as China, India and Russia. However, this BBC report (March 2015) from the Geneva Motor 
Show suggests that car manufacturers are concerned that sales growth is slowing down in 
these countries. Your students could use this case study to discuss how Rolls-Royce could 
respond to changes in its global environment.

Activities

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LtCiYosU5bg
https://www.tutor2u.net/business/reference/protectionism
https://www.tutor2u.net/economics/reference/protectionism-online-lesson
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-birmingham-31699038
http://marketingtochina.com/chinese-tourists/
http://www.economicsonline.co.uk/Global_economics/Trading_blocs.html
http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/euro/why/business/index_en.htm
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-31706212
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9. Specimen papers (OCR) 
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-business-h031-h431-from-2015/

Specimen papers and mark schemes are available at the above address. Such papers can 
be used to test students’ understanding of International Trade. The following specimen 
papers have relevant questions:

• AS Business, The Wider Business Environment – question 10 asks how the BBC could 
respond to changes in its global environment (4 marks): 
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170851-unit-h031-02-the-wider-business-environment-
sample-assessment-material.pdf

• A Level Business, The Global Business Environment – question 1 asks what factors might 
affect Starbucks’ demand in China (tastes, culture, and buying habits) for 4 marks and 
question 3 asks the extent to which global exchange rate fluctuations are likely to affect 
Starbucks’ operations (10 marks): 
http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170849-unit-431-3-the-global-business-environment-
sample-assessment-material.pdf

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-business-h031-h431-from-2015/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170851-unit-h031-02-the-wider-business-environment-sample-assessment-material.pdf
http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170849-unit-431-3-the-global-business-environment-sample-assessment-material.pdf
http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170849-unit-431-3-the-global-business-environment-sample-assessment-material.pdf
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The digital revolution

• explain what is meant by the digital revolution 

• evaluate the impact and importance of the information age on a business 

• evaluate the opportunities and threats that have arisen for a business because of the digital revolution 

• evaluate why some businesses are more affected than others by the digital revolution 

• evaluate the advantages and disadvantages to a business and its stakeholders of rapid technological change.

The digital revolution
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Approaches to teaching the content
The digital revolution is a new topic for Business students so proceed with caution. Your 
students should keep in mind that they need to be able to answer questions about the 
effects that the digital revolution has had on businesses, rather than being able to give 
detailed technical explanations of digital processes. So whilst you should begin by ensuring 
that your students understand what is meant by the digital revolution, this should only 
form a short introduction. One way to introduce the topic could be by contrasting the 
industrial revolution (the power of capital) with the digital revolution (the power of access to 
information).

Common misconceptions or difficulties students may have
Even students who are studying Computer Science will struggle to define what the digital 
revolution is. By linking the digital revolution to the information age and a knowledge-based 
society, your students are more likely to remember that it concerns the use of information 
technologies such as the computer, mobile phone and the Internet. 

Conceptual links to other areas of the specification – useful ways to approach this 
topic to set students up for topics later in the course
As the digital revolution section of the specification follows on from technological factors, it 
might be possible to combine the teaching of both as there are strong links. There are also 
strong links to the ability of businesses to interact in the global market (globalisation) and the 
use of outsourcing (call centres and online providers of back office processes).
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Contexts for this section of the specification should be chosen carefully to ensure that they demonstrate the impact of the 
digital revolution on businesses from local to global scales. It is easy to be side-tracked by discussions about the influence of 
digital technology on society without then considering the effect on businesses and their stakeholders. It is also tempting to 
consider global effects without bearing in mind the impact on local business environments.

1. ‘Information Age’ (Science Museum)
http://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/visitmuseum/Plan_your_visit/exhibitions/information_
age.aspx

You might find it interesting to take your students to a local or national museum which has 
a technology-based display. The above link is for the Science Museum in London, which 
has an Information Age gallery. Other possible visits could include Newcastle’s Discovery 
Museum, the Think Tank at Millennium Point in Birmingham, and The National Museum 
of Computing at Bletchley Park or the Centre for Computing History in Cambridge. After 
the visit your students will be better able to define the digital revolution and its impact on 
society and then consider how businesses respond to such change.

2. Businesses in the information age
Ask your students to form small groups of 2 to 3, then brainstorm the ways in which a 
business could use digital technology. For example they may list 3D printing, CAD/CAM, 
increased response time, accuracy of data, transferring data, online marketing presence, 
better communication and so on. The groups could then organise their ideas using a 
mind map of business functions (marketing, production, finance and people). There are 
websites, such as www.mind-mapping.co.uk, that provide mind mapping software.

3. ‘How the digital revolution is killing print media’ (Journeyman Pictures)
https://www.journeyman.tv/film/5977/stop-the-presses

This is a short video showing how newspapers in the States have been closing down at 
a rapid rate due to a falling demand for printed media as they are replaced by alternative 
methods of distributing news/information online.

This clip could be used by your students to contrast the states of US and UK newspaper 
businesses. They could research how The Times/The Sunday Times and/or The Guardian/
The Observer have adapted to the digital age by taking advantage of the opportunities 
to integrate social networks and the like, and discuss to what extent the digital revolution 
provides new opportunities or threatens the newspaper industry.

4. ‘How businesses across different industries are using cloud’ (Information Age) 
http://www.information-age.com/technology/cloud-and-virtualisation/123459022/how-
businesses-across-different-industries-are-using-cloud

This article develops the idea that not all business are able or ready to use new information 
systems. It discusses how use of the cloud could be restricted or infinite for a business. 
Online retailers are more likely to make maximum use of it, although companies such as 
DFS are using the cloud to analyse sales minute-by-minute.

5. ‘Social media sites cause fall in productivity as employee’s log on’ (Orchid Box)
http://www.orchidbox.com/post.php?title=Social_Media_threatens_Economic_Recovery_
as_Worker_s_Productivity_Falls

This is a useful resource when discussing the advantages and disadvantages of the digital 
revolution to particular stakeholders. The article describes how 2 million UK employees 
spend at least an hour a day at work on social media sites, reducing their potential 
productivity. Whilst employers monitor and restrict employees’ online activities, employees 
defend this trend by saying it’s a way of promoting the business.

6. Specimen paper (OCR)
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170848-unit-h431-2-the-uk-business-environment-sample-
assessment-material.pdf

As this is a new topic for Business students there are currently no relevant past papers. 
However one specimen paper is useful:

• A Level Business, The UK Business Environment – question 9 asks students to evaluate 
whether supermarkets are more affected by the digital revolution and social change 
than other businesses (15 marks).

Activities

http://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/visitmuseum/Plan_your_visit/exhibitions/information_age.aspx
http://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/visitmuseum/Plan_your_visit/exhibitions/information_age.aspx
https://www.journeyman.tv/film/5977/stop-the-presses
http://www.information-age.com/technology/cloud-and-virtualisation/123459022/how-businesses-across-different-industries-are-using-cloud
http://www.information-age.com/technology/cloud-and-virtualisation/123459022/how-businesses-across-different-industries-are-using-cloud
http://www.orchidbox.com/post.php?title=Social_Media_threatens_Economic_Recovery_as_Worker_s_Productivity_Falls
http://www.orchidbox.com/post.php?title=Social_Media_threatens_Economic_Recovery_as_Worker_s_Productivity_Falls
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170848-unit-h431-2-the-uk-business-environment-sample-assessment-material.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170848-unit-h431-2-the-uk-business-environment-sample-assessment-material.pdf
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Causes and effects of change 

• identify causes of change 

• distinguish between internal and external causes of change 

• explain the different types of change including catastrophic, crisis, contingency, strategic, tactical and operational 

• evaluate the impact and importance of drivers of change to a business and its stakeholders 

• evaluate the problems associated with change 

• identify barriers to change 

• evaluate the impact and importance of barriers to change to a business and its stakeholders 

• evaluate the impact and importance of change on a business and its stakeholders. 

Managing change

• explain what is meant by change management 

• explain the importance to a business of effective change management 

• evaluate techniques which can be used to help a business manage change 

• explain change management models including Lewin’s Change Management Model, the McKinsey 7-S Model and  
Kotter’s 8 Step Change Model 

• evaluate how a business can use change management models to manage change 

• evaluate the role of leadership of a business in managing change 

• evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of using an external agency or change consultant to manage change  
in a business 

• recommend and justify how a business could manage change 

• evaluate the benefits to a business of effective change management 

• evaluate the consequences to a business of not managing change effectively.

Change
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Approaches to teaching the content
Change formed part of the strategic management section of the previous specification, but 
this specification requires more detailed analysis and understanding of change management 
models. So you can use some previous resources, but need to extend them to use more 
terminology and develop your students’ evaluative skills.

This section should also closely consider the role of stakeholders in change. Any case studies 
used should refer to the impact of change on a range of stakeholder groups.

Common misconceptions or difficulties students may have
There are many unfamiliar terms for your students to learn in this section of the specification 
as well as three models of change management. It’s not unusual for students to confuse 
the models of change or forget terminology. In addition, questions on change often involve 
evaluation skills. Therefore students should not be rushed through their basic understanding 
and should have plenty of practice in answering exam-style questions. 

Conceptual links to other areas of the specification – useful ways to approach this 
topic to set students up for topics later in the course
Your students will have by now understood that the stakeholder perspective is embedded 
in each part of the specification. This is particularly important to the change section. They 
will have already come across some similar ideas to change in strategy and implementation, 
business planning, contingency planning, crisis management and decision-making. They 
will also have considered the causes of change outlined in External Influences. Later in the 
specification, how change is managed will be reinforced in learning about leadership and 
the management of human resources.
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Your students need to apply the causes and effects of change and the management of change to a range of business situations 
in order to appreciate the impact of change on business strategy and stakeholder groups. The content statements above should 
be applied to businesses of different scales (SMEs to multinationals), structures (private, public or third sector), age (new or 
established) and sectors (service or manufacturing). You should also remember to consider the needs of different stakeholder 
groups as these are specifically mentioned in the specification. 

Activities
1. ‘Greggs piles on the pounds thanks to new menu choices’ (The Guardian)
http://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/mar/04/greggs-profits-rise-boss-roger-
whiteside-revamps-stores

This case study is useful for students to find the internal and external causes of change 
in the business. Greggs has seen a 41% rise in profits after making changes to its product 
range and service. Ask students to read the article and find three internal and three 
external reasons for the change and to justify their classification of the type of change 
involved (catastrophic, crisis, contingency, strategic, tactical or operational).

2. ‘The implications of Kraft-Cadbury takeover’ (Alex Osborne on Slideshare)
http://www.slideshare.net/hyperalz/the-implications-of-kraftcadbury-takeover-cultural-
change

This slide show demonstrates how the 2010 takeover of Cadbury by Kraft involved drivers 
for and against the change, had an impact on stakeholders and how Kotter’s 8 step model 
can be applied to this case study. This resource could be updated with reference to recent 
job losses in Cadbury’s plants in Ireland and the UK:

‘Cadbury cuts 250 jobs in Birmingham’ (The Guardian): 
http://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/jan/15/cadbury-cuts-250-jobs-birmingham

Your students could then consider whether the takeover was managed effectively from 
different stakeholder perspectives. 

3. Lewin’s 3-Stage Model of Change (Study.com)
http://study.com/academy/lesson/lewins-3-stage-model-of-change-unfreezing-changing-
refreezing.html

This site contains many useful short animations and quizzes on the subject of 
organisational change, as part of a course on business management. You can register for 
free for a short time.

Activities
4. Visiting speaker
If possible, you may wish to invite a local SME entrepreneur to speak to your students 
about a recent change that their business has undergone (for example, a change of 
location, rebrand or major investment). You could ask your students to each prepare a 
question to ask the speaker. In the following lesson they could use their notes to design 
posters that summarise the causes and effects of the change, how it was managed and 
recommend ways the business could have managed change.

5. Exam practice question (OCR)
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-business-studies-h030-h430/

The link above provides access to all past papers from the previous A Level Business 
Studies course. The following past F297 papers and case studies are relevant for students 
who have been studying the causes, effects and management of change:

• F297 June 2012 – question 3 asks students to recommend how a business can manage 
two changes (18 marks)

• F297 January 2010 – question 4 considers how changes can be implemented in a taxi 
firm (23 marks).

6. Specimen papers (OCR) 
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/170848-unit-h431-2-the-uk-business-environment-
sample-assessment-material.pdf

Specimen papers and mark schemes are available at the above address. The following can 
be used to test students’ understanding of managing change:

• A Level Business The UK Business Environment – question 12 evaluates how Morrisons 
could use change management models to help it overcome current challenges (15 
marks).

Activities
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